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This meme of Zionism has been a meme for closely two decades now, to help the jews 

fend off responsibility to other jews. Because as we know the jews are always innocent 

and always on the good end. It's always some small negative element doing it all.  

 

That literally control the rest against all their wishes by some sort of star-trek technology, 

for around six thousand years now. Because well you know, they are poor victims of their 

own race of victims. 

 

Let's think about the Germans and Hitler. Of course in that case it was all the "Amalek 

doing this". And there is no difference between Amalek as Hitler and the normal German 

person. It's just that Hitler was more vocal about wanting to keep the people alive.  

 

The jews follow this line of thought obviously. It was all Germans/Amalek doing this. 

And not simply Hitler and a few clever Nazis. So we have to blame the Germans for all 

eternity, and jews have decided on their genocide, because they assosciate them with the 

Romans and many other races which caused them problems in the last centuries.  

 

But of course this applies to evil Germans. And not to Jews. Jews are to be treated as 

Individuals, even if they are the most hive minded race we know in the known universe. 

Because well you should treat jews how they tell you. Forget what you see Goy. 

 

"The above is not a logical fallacy you shitty goy, how dare you think of it!11!1!!!! Have 

double standards as I say, now, or rabbi yeshu will send u to hell in the messianic era!!"- 

Rabbi Shekelstein 

 

Zionism is nothing else but the literate application of Jewish Culture in the material. 

Jewish Culture is the expression of the jewish soul. Zionism is the means of materializing 

this reality for all jews to exist in. Zionism is nothing but the jews who actually go after 

this in more evident ways. The rest do this in a secluded manner such as spiritual warfare, 

prayer, propaganda, subverting their enemies and so forth.  

 

So long one is biologically a jew, they are also a Zionist. Even if they marry into Gentile 

families, they are still jews and Zionist as they serve a purpose of eradicating the 

bloodline of their enemies which is fundamental in the whole plan. Even a jew who is a 

traitor actually serves their agenda.  

 

By creating these false 'divisions' between jews, that save the majority of them 

throughout history. Jesus the 'deserter' who is the Torah incarnate, and the manifestor of 

the full Torah and Zionist Messiach, is actually the very same thing. 

 

https://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic20438.html#p105820


Jews pretend to have a beef with the so called "Zionists" but they have tolerated Zionists 

for over five thousand years. Can the same be stated about Germans and others 

"TOLERATING HITLER", which many fools equate with the "Radical and Tough" 

leadership towards one's best interests?  

 

Only Hitler ruled on an emergency of LIFE AND DEATH for the whole world. And was 

the most freedom promoting person of his time. But who cares, right? 

 

Imagine if Gentile people had the same fixed leadership for five thousand years. We 

would be in Orion's belt by now, cruising by the Gods in space ships. That's how 'bad' it 

would have been for us. In the same sense, the jews have their Zionism which is 

advancing them. 

 

Who created jewish culture? Jews. Thorough thousands of years. Who accepted 

themselves being as they are now, and the Zionists? The jews again. How is a Zionist 

born? From a jewish womb. What does a "Zionist" learn? Simply Jewish Culture.  

 

What is the difference of the Zionist and the "Normal Jew"? The Zionist has more vitality 

into going after and openly professing and acting on the jewish cultural goal which is 

world domination and exterminating the Gentiles of the planet.  

 

All jews are Zionists. But I guess we have to be lenient with jews because you know, 

muh Rabbi Yeshua, Muh Zionist, and Muh Victimized Jews who dindu nuffin' as usual. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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As I mentioned before Moses Hess the intellectual father of Zionism wrote in his own 

works that Zionism is the Jewish messianic movement to create a world government that 

will be ruled from a future Jewish state of Israel. Ben Gurion the first Prime Minister of 

Israel wrote the same in his own memoirs. Moses Hess was the coauthor of the 

Communist Manifesto of whom Marx called Moses the Red Rabbi.  

 

Communism was the Jewish Messianic revolution to bring the Jewish age of the Messiah 

to pass in which the age of Edom would be destroyed and a World Jewish Government 
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would take its place. Edom is the rule of 11 Gentile Kings in the Jewish texts the number 

11 is Kav it represents kingship and rule in kabala. The age of the Messiah destroys the 

Gentiles nations totally and puts the Goyim under Jewish rule. 

 

When the Jews came together to politically organize their Messianic revolution into the 

world they originally called themselves the Catholic Church. Then when they needed a 

replacement theology they came together and called themselves The Communist Party. 

The points of the Communist Manifesto are all taken from the Christian Bible. Its the 

same Jewish Messianic theology. Redrafted for a new age. 

 

The Jews want a synthesis of them both into their Jew World Order. The current Pope is a 

open Marxist who ordered his Jesuit Priest underlings to teach and promote Christian 

Communism [Liberation Theology] and the Pope was put into power directly by the 

Jewish congresses. The Jew Dugin is pushing for the same synthesis. He like the Pope 

both openly state that Communism is the secularization of Christian theology. 

 


